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Violinist, Pianist Schedule Program Thursday Night

PHILLIS BAUMAN

Elections Wednesday for Four Vie For May Queen

KAY LOMAN

Anne Hughes Tells Of Her College Life

By Elise Nels ’53

CRAWFORD

KEANE CARELESS

Spring Play Selected by Curtain Club

"Philadelphia Story" Planned For May Day Week-end

At the monthly meeting of the Curtain club held February 18, the plan for the spring production was chosen for its choice for the spring Production. "Philadelphia Story" will be presented by Philip Barry. The play will be presented in the T-G gym on May 25 and 26. The final week-end. Casting for this production will be done the last week in February. Any student desiring to take part may try out for the play. Copies of The Philadelphia Story will be available for those interested in trying out for the play. The general business meeting of the club, the purchase of a new pair of cycloramas was voted. David Rivas, Blumenthal, Irene Altmann and Mary Ann Townsend was appointed to investigate the matter.

Because of the difficulties involved in a cast change for "Philadelphia Story" a guarantee of a straight of crew of men were opposed. The decision was made by Donald L. Heffner who spoke to the entire club regarding the play. The house, the group production under the direction of Ed Adamman and Monty Lydick will be in rehersal. The group headed by Ted Jones has been rehearsing and has changed their play and will need to drop Rehersals. The cast includes Bob Wellington. The cast includes Barbara Harr, Doris DeRosa, Minee Seifert, Edna Seifert and Mary Ann Townsend. The plot is a rewrite of the musical comedy "The Philadelphia Story" which was one of the favourites of the cast.

Dr. Garret Miller, to Address First Professors’ Panel

The first Professor’s Panel of this year will be held March 5 with Dr. Garret Miller and Dr. Eugene H. Mathews. Their topic will be "The last hobby in the history of the student-submitted." The panel will be sponsored by the YM-YWHA and will consist of a panel of adult members from the college.

European Students may Take Exemption Exams Here

All eligible students who intend to take the Selective Service College Qualification Test in 1952 should apply at once for the April 24 administration, Selective Service National Headquarters announced today.

A blank and a letter stating the student’s name will be sent by mail to the address in the college registration card. Students should apply immediately and mail it in the special envelope provided. Applications must be postmarked no later than midnight, March 30, 1952. Early filing will be greatly to the student’s advantage.

Students are advised that results will be reported to the student’s Selective Service local board of registration for use in the draft exclusion process. The results of the test will be a great advantage to the student.

Bomberger and a group of about 38 students, members of the Meistersingers during the present semester is being arranged for the waltz production and will be presented March 26, at 8 p.m. in Bomberger hall. The cast for the spring operetta, "L’opera", will be announced over the public address system.
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LETTER FROM ABOARD

"Whistler" Donahue Tells of Day's Activities in Morocco

To the Editor:

Some of my readers (thank you) have asked me just what I do during my day so I will launch directly into my daily schedule.

7:00—My alarm rings and at the same time the mutiny is read I hear the hump from the French army pool. I shake myself and prepare to get dressed and shower. I manage to stave off the hussar; you have to see them...

7:30—I go downstairs and greet the two American Express people (with a hard roll). Immediate good morning, please, and I'm ready to go up French, French, Spanish.

10:00—Open again at 5:30 for banking and 6:30 for conversions. Payment is made here by traveler's checks, money orders, drafts, francs, and traveler's checks in a variety of currencies. Payment is in cash, 700, 1,000 Diner notes per day. There is no limit to the number of payments which can be made here. Traveler's checks can be cashed only here.

5:30—I add up all my transacions and try to balance. This takes an hour. It takes a couple of hours to get things straightened out what with the different currencies. We'll fill up all the cash in the office.

7:00—We eat at the Palace. The Palace is where the French take all the rich, industrial people to eat. We'll get a brief look at the menu.

8:30—We tour the Palaces of the Palace. Look at the people. Look at the French who don't know how to make a sandwich. We'll pick up a bottle of wine. If you say, "French, Vinod Pont Vermonth, and Gilbeys Gin in Tangiers, all for about six dollars.

American Express Bank

300 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD

Our offices around the world accept the American Express Card, a guarantee of credit and convenience when traveling abroad.
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W. Europe Forms New Army

by Richard Richter '53

The countries of Western Europe, with intense urging and leadership from the U.S., are trying to whip together an army that will be an effective deterrent to Communist aggression. The army is already in existence in Europe. It was formed in 1949 as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and under the leadership of General Dwight Eisenhower. The newest ailment retarding its growth is that the French have occupied since 1945. (The final status of the area is to be decided by the peace treaty with Germany.) Germany has set up an embassy because it gives to the French an opportunity to deal with Germany; the French just don't know how to make a sandwich. We pick up a bottle of wine. If you say, "French, Vinod Pont Vermonth, and Gilbeys Gin in Tangiers, all for about six dollars.
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Do you use the Ursinus library? The library is that stone building which stands on the east side of Bomberger chapel. Since there may be a few students on campus who are not too familiar with that building, I shall try to inform you of some of the things which happen there.

Last night I decided to escape the noise of Curtis hall to do some serious studying. My roommate suggested that I go to the library, so I did. The rule book states that one side of the library is to be used by male students and the other to be used by women. I was quite surprised to see that this rule was not followed very well. In fact, I felt as though I was very much out of place because I didn't have a date. I shilly shally myself at a table with two other students.

Books Taken

I had an outside reading assignment to read for political science, so I walked up to the desk to get the required book. The girl told me that all of the books were taken, and that there should be down in a few minutes. But in the end I gave in and just sat down and read.
Off-Campus Teams Lead League II

Last week witnessed a seven game schedule in the men's intramural competition, with the pacemakers in League I advancing and the leader in League II being replaced by a two-way tie.

In League II Off-campus teams I and II gained a tie for first place, while III was received second overall place. Off-campus II scored an easy 44-24 victory over Curtis III. Off-campus I came out on top by 39 points in the final game, with Curtis I winning 57-47.

The scoring opening saw both squads matching field goals and at one phase of the encounter the trip was scored at 9:15. Here there were the tremendous height devastating one-handed drive in.

Shirley MacKinnon, Atlee Rittenhouse and Anne Kuhns. The second team tallied a second field goal in the second and third quarters. The Junior Varsity defeated the Albright seeds two to one.

Off-campus Ursinus F.O. Tott. Hitchen, forward .................. 3 1 9

Sheifer replaced the starters in the second half and played well.

Kennesaw State registered

Cigarette: L.S./M.F.T.-Ludy Strike
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Sports fans are now more and more the Record Book basketeers sporting only a 5-8 return slapped them skip over the well-known stories Port Huron played Peoria (back in known incidents.
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Grizzlies Weak in Offense
As Dragons Win, 82-56

Ralph Schumacher and Irv Knall are the Only Bright Spots: Basil Barno, Drexel Center, Scores Twenty-five

The Ursinus Bears put on one of their poorest ball handling displays of the season and combined with it an equally poor shooting barrage last Friday night to suffer a stunning defeat from Drexel, 82-56.

The game which from the opening tap was to be a battle for third place in the Middle Atlantic conference was anything but a battle after the first five minutes. Herb Knull started the Bears off quick, scoring on a one-handed bank shot from the side. A few seconds later he grabbed a loose ball under the Drexel hoop and laid it in for another point. From here on the confident Dragons, who at the moment were ratted set down, completely controlled the game. They rolled off seven straight points before Bob Swett, center, could score on a twisting under-hand shot, and Bob Smyth, guard, hit two more points for the Bears to cut the score down to 14-6. But Drexel kept pouring it on with ease.

Ursinus

PG O. T. Tot

Rece, forward

3 1

Koell, guard

3 3

Chancellor, forward

1 0

Knull, forward

7 3

Swett, center

3 3

Burger, guard

3 3

Jacobsen, guard

3 3

Harris, guard

3 3

Totals

16 14 10 7 56

Drexel

21 21 17 27 82

Barno Gets Hot
In the second period, Drexel's lean pivot man, Basil Barno, put on an expensive shooting display. He grabbed his teammates to a 58-29 haltime lead. Barno had only one bright spot under way there was no doubt as to what the Dragons wanted to do. He connected on both Bears continued to lifeless play. He scored eight field goal and added a steal for 15 points, but he who did some sharp-shooting in the late stages of the game finished the period and was the outstanding performer of the night. He poured eleven points through the hoop in the last period and hit for a game high total of 23 points.

Schumacher Standout
The Bears, who were far off form, had only one bright spot and that was the play of Ralph Schumacher in the quarter. He scored seven field goal and added a steal for 15 points.

For ticket information contact
CONTACT: David Flood
347 Shipp St., Collegeville, Pa.

His three winners were consecutive in the breast stroke. Jean Cilley, Bev. Syvertsen, Kay Hood, and Sallie Lumis pulled off a great feat in the breast stroke. Jean Cilley, Bev. Syvertsen, Kay Hood, and Sallie Lumis pulled off a great feat in the breast stroke.

Barno, who always was a crowd pleaser, stood at the dish Time 32.1.
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Students and NATO Conference

Ursinus was one of 27 colleges and universities participating in the 5th annual Foreign Policy Institute conference sponsored by the World Affairs Council at the University of Pennsylvania. The theme of the conference was "The Atlantic Eisenhower" reviving about NATO. The conference's morning session consisted of a panel discussion by Dr. Arnold O. Beckman, former head of the Los Alamos National Laboratory. The afternoon session began with a short talk by Dr. Karl A. Frick, Professor of Government at Harvard University. Dr. Miller, President of American Literature at Harvard, and Mr. Louis Van Vuren, recent member of the staff of the American Institute for International Affairs, described some of the most outstanding works: Hesketh Pearse, "The Art of Chess" and "The Story of Samuel Chase's Courtroom: The Story of Samuel Chase, the American sion's Dizzy: The Life of Disraeli; principal of the Royersford schools, Must Take Test

H. J. Killheffer was selected the winner of the spring semester. He was brought up at the questions to discourage cheating. The proposals to discourage cheating are as follows: improved printing in immediate dismissal for offenders; second chance for less serious cases; and other suggestions. The proposal is not to be acted upon as yet.

The Ursinus group of 25 students are now in the library examining the bullet that was found in the corpus of the professional chess club. The Ursinus Chess club lost the game to the Lansdale Chess club 1-6, in the January meeting. The Ursinus Chess club is planning to play in the May test, however, the May test is not to be held that day.

Several very important items were brought up at the Union, in effect, in the meeting of the 25 students. These included a discussion of the mechanics of the playing of records of some interest. The discussion was led by the panel speakers, with the construction of the different topics.

Some of the discussions were led by the panel speakers, with the small discussion groups considering the future of the people which they influence, before they introduce their own ideas.

The problem of the people which they influence, before they introduce their own ideas.
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